
The Pleasure Trap 
When I first heard that term, I wasn’t sure if it was something I wanted to fall into (who wouldn’t 
want to be trapped in pleasure?) or a warning about something I should avoid. 
It turns out it was something to avoid. The pleasure part was about how foods can produce a 
feeling of pleasure through the stimulation of dopamine, the feel-good hormone our brains 
produce. And the trap part was about how compulsively we can be driven to these dopamine-
producing foods, even addicted, when they don’t nourish us. 
We found this helpful in understanding why some of our clients, after experiencing great 
results, returned to their old ways of eating, and as a result began to experience the problems 
they had resolved by changing to a WFPB diet and lifestyle. 
So, the theory goes like this: as we were evolving and food was scarce at times, we developed 
a way to ensure that we got enough energy (calories) and minerals (salt) to survive. It makes 
sense to me that back then, if I ate foods high in calories (sugar or fat) or minerals (salt) and I 
felt good (dopamine was triggered), I’d seek those foods out. And by seeking out the foods 
that provided the energy and minerals I needed, I would be more likely to survive the times of 
food scarcity and my genes with this dopamine feedback system would be passed on. 
It's a great system. And still very effective… if we eat the kind of food our ancient ancestors 
ate: whole, unprocessed, and in moderate amounts (because hunting and gathering limited 
how much was available.) Connie and I have been WFPB for over 30 years, and when we eat 
our meals, dopamine is produced, but at such moderate amounts that it simply makes us love 
the food we’re eating and there’s no crash after a meal encouraging us to eat more to feel 
better. 
This beautifully designed system became a problem when we started processing and refining 
our food, and access to food became plentiful. With processed, refined foods readily available, 
we suddenly had almost unlimited amounts of foods with excessively high amounts of refined 
calories and salt. This triggers the dopamine response in ways our ancient ancestors never 
knew. And, as such, the dopamine feedback system that ensured survival became a trap that 
actually threatens our longevity. Ironic, isn’t it? 
You can learn more about the Pleasure Trap from this TED talk with Dr. Douglas Lyle or the 
book. 
To summarize how the Pleasure Trap works, when we eat processed foods, high in salt, oil 
and sugar, like baked goods, ice cream, fast food and candy, it causes a huge spike in 
dopamine production. This leads to a crash soon afterwards, leading to a craving for another 
dopamine hit. That’s why it's so hard to eat just one cookie or a small bowl of ice cream. Your 
brain wants to regain the dopamine high it experienced with the first few bites. Ever experience 
that? 
And one last thing is that the new understanding we share in our coaching is helping people 
relate to the Pleasure Trap in ways that short circuit the process. And not through willpower or 
self-restraint, but by learning to see that the stress or hurt feelings they’re seeking relief from 
may be avoidable in the first place. Contact us on our website for a free consultation to learn 
more.
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